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The battle has ended as Buu is destroyed.
After the battle, Satan is furious at Goku for
losing control of his power, and decides to
make amends with his guest to prove that
he can control his power like the others
before him. Videl and Bulma watch from a
distance in suspense. Satan begins to
teach Goku the rules of this new game.
First, no one besides Buu is allowed.
Secondly, Buu will attack first. Thirdly, Buu
can only fight Goku himself if Satan himself
orders Buu to do so. Fourthly, at Goku's
command, Buu can no longer use Fusion
attacks against his opponents. Rather, he
can only use his True Name and can even
use his Fusion attacks in an effort to fight
Goku himself. Satan explains that, with his
programming at Goku's command, this will
be the most difficult of challenges for him
to overcome. The game begins. Goku and
Satan challenge each other, and Goku is
told that if Satan uses his powers to attack
Vegeta, then Vegeta will also be allowed to
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attack Buu. Goku uses the new power
against Satan. Satan is angered, and Goku
is able to score a hit on him. Satan is
furious, but Buu, out of respect for his
fellow Super Saiyan (and his plans to one
day defeat Goku, all his friends, and
Gohan), rushes to Buu's side to protect
him. Goku feels overwhelmed, and Vegeta,
Vegeta, and Gohan then use their powers
to do the same, including blocking several
of Buu's Fusion attacks. Buu, in an effort to
destroy Goku and his friends, tries to throw
a boulder from far away. Buu is
unsuccessful, and the boulder crashes into
the hotel. Luckily, Satan fixes the situation,
as an investigation is made. Buu is told
that he is still not allowed to use Fusion
attacks or his True Name. Goku is enraged
at the rules Buu is being forced to play by,
which makes Buu furious at Goku. Buu
attacks Vegeta first, but Vegeta is able to
hit Buu hard enough to force him to
retreat. However, out of pity for Buu, Goku
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promises to give Buu another chance if Buu
can make the next attack against Goku.
Satan again agrees to Buu's wish, and the
next attack is from Buu. Buu attacks Goku,
and Vegeta and Gohan both observe
Goku's tears of sadness as he readies
himself to take the beating. Buu is enraged
that Goku refuses to fight, and Buu now
learns Goku's true reason for fighting.
Vegeta can't stand seeing his father suffer,
and so Bulma's party to help Goku. Vegeta
goes to his room to rest and to get back to
training, wanting to better his own fighting
ability in the future. He wakes Goku and
tells him that there are still four hours until
the party, and sends him to the Hotel's
room. Bulma and Gohan arrive with a
samosa and a pizza in preparation, but the
two aren't allowed to eat in the room.
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each other. Kado uses the destructive
power of his energy shield to attack Goku,

and he fires a massive energy blast
towards the head. This causes collateral

damage. Gohan then attacks Kado with his
bo staff, sending Kado's energy shield

flying towards Goku. Vegeta then uses the
same technique on Kado. Yamcha attacks

Kado with the Sword of Omens, which
damages Kado's energy shield, and then it
causes Frieza's energy shield to fall, which
is a great advantage to the boys. The six

battle in the dance hall, and Goku and
Vegeta swing their Kamehameha in a

powerful motion. At this time, the Giant
Cliff falls. Gohan is the first to dodge it, and

by the time the others realize what is
happening, his brothers have already
activated their Super Spirit Bomb. The
chips become glowing, and beam out.

Gohan has a thought about the
responsibility of being a guardian, and gets
really sad. Goku asks if he wants to return
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to his planet before he does, but Gohan
says he is proud of being the Earth

guardian. Vegeta tells him to not be sad
and says that he is the one who should feel
sad, since he has his own problems on his
home planet. In the meantime, the beam's

energy increases, and goes through the
entire population of the world in no time at
all. Everyone then charges each other with

their ki , and they start to have a clash.
Once the battle stops, everyone is

breathing heavily. When Goku refuses to
finish the battle, Vegeta tells him that he
will be the next world champion. Bracken

and Mr. Satan rush in to save Aka, who has
lost his focus. She is soon pleased, and

finally her power gives out. Mr. Satan uses
his Super Pass to counter hers, which Aka
also fails to do. While everyone is stunned,
the Buddha, Big Bang, Yajirobe, King Kai,

and Gohan talk to him. Gohan says that he
would like him to be the one to become

world champion, but if there is some
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reason for him not to do that, he should
say, and he will just step down. Mr. Satan
says that Goku is really something, and

refuses to say. 5ec8ef588b
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